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                    Abstract
Embodied computer vision considers perception for robots in novel, unstructured environments. Of particular importance is the embodied visual exploration problem: how might a robot equipped with a camera scope out a new environment? Despite the progress thus far, many basic questions pertinent to this problem remain unanswered: (i) What does it mean for an agent to explore its environment well? (ii) Which methods work well, and under which assumptions and environmental settings? (iii) Where do current approaches fall short, and where might future work seek to improve? Seeking answers to these questions, we first present a taxonomy for existing visual exploration algorithms and create a standard framework for benchmarking them. We then perform a thorough empirical study of the four state-of-the-art paradigms using the proposed framework with two photorealistic simulated 3D environments, a state-of-the-art exploration architecture, and diverse evaluation metrics. Our experimental results offer insights and suggest new performance metrics and baselines for future work in visual exploration. Code, models and data are publicly available.
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	See Appendix G for more details on how landmarks are mined.


	We select area visited because it is a simple metric that does not require additional semantic annotations.


	The NRC values may be larger than 1.0 for learned methods. This is due to domain differences between the inferred occupancy used in training and the GT occupancy used in testing.


	RANSAC implementation: https://github.com/facebookresearch/exploring_exploration/blob/master/exploring_exploration/utils/pose_estimation.py


	See https://github.com/s-gupta/map-plan-baseline  for a well-tuned implementation.


	Examples of AVD object instances: https://www.cs.unc.edu/~ammirato/active_vision_dataset_website/get_data.html
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Appendices
Appendices
We provide additional information to support the text from the main paper. In particular, the appendix includes additional details regarding the following key topics:
Section A: Downstream task transfer
Section B: Criteria for visiting objects and landmarks
Section C: Hyperparameters for learning exploration policies
Section D: Comparative study of different coverage variants
Section E: Frontier-exploration algorithm
Section F: Generating difficult testing episodes for PointNav
Section G: Automatically mining landmarks
Section H: The factors influencing exploration performance
Section I: Measuring the correlation between different metrics
The supplementary video contains example trajectories that support some of the key conclusions arrived at in the main paper. For each method, we recap their strengths and weaknesses, and then provide sample exploration trajectories that highlight these properties.
A Downstream Task Transfer
We now elaborate on the three downstream tasks defined in Sect. 4.2: view localization, reconstruction, and PointNav navigation.
1.1 A.1 View Localization Pipeline
1.1.1 A.1.1 Problem Setup
An exploration agent is required to gather information from the environment that will allow it to localize key landmark views in the environment after exploration. Since the exploration agent does not know what views will be presented to it a priori, a general exploration policy that gathers useful information about the environment will perform best on this task.
More formally, the problem of view localization is as follows. The exploration agent is spawned at a random pose \(p_{0}\) in some unknown environment, and is allowed to explore the environment for a time budget \(T_{exp}\). Let \(V_{exp} = \{x_{t}\}_{t=1}^{T_{exp}}\) be the set of observations the agent received and \(\mathcal {P}_{exp} = \{p_{t}\}_{t=1}^{T_{exp}}\) be the corresponding agent poses (relative to pose \(p_{0}\)). After exploration, a set of N query views \(V = \{x_{i}^{q}\}_{i=1}^{N}\) are sampled from query poses \(\mathcal {P} = \{p_{i}^{q}\}_{i=1}^{N}\) within the same environment and presented to the agent. The agent is then required to use the information \(V_{exp},~\mathcal {P}_{exp}\) gathered during exploration to predict \(\{p_{i}^{q}\}_{i=1}^{N}\). In practice, the agent is only required to predict the translation components of the pose, i.e., \(p^{ref} = (\varDelta x, \varDelta y)\) where \(\varDelta x, \varDelta y\) represent the translation along the X and Y axes from a top-down view of the environment. An agent that can successfully predict this has a good understanding of the layout of the environment as it can point to where a large set of views in the environment are sampled from. We next review the architecture for view localization. For the sake of simplicity, we consider the case of \(N=1\) with \(x^{q}, p^{q}\) denoting the query view and pose respectively.
1.1.2 A.1.2 View Localization Architecture
We design a simple view localizer that is motivated from past work in the literature (see Fig. 14). Given the history of views observed by the agent, we sample the most visually similar observations to the query view using a retrieval network (Zamir et al. 2016; Savinov et al. 2018a, b). Next, we estimate the relative pose between the retrieved pairs and the query view to obtain pose estimates from each retrieval (Zamir et al. 2016). We then use the well-known RANSAC approach to diregard outliers in the pose estimates and obtain the average pose estimate (Fischler and Bolles 1981). Next, we review the individual components of the model and provide implementation details.

Episodic Memory (E) In order to store information over the course of a trajectory, we use an episodic memory E that stores the history of past observations and corresponding poses \(\{(x_{t}, p_{t})\}_{t=1}^{T}\). For efficient storage, we only store image features vectors obtained from the pairwise pose predictor (P) and retrieval network (R) (as described in subsequent sections) in the memory.
Pairwise pose predictor (P) We train a pairwise pose predictor that takes in pairs of images \(x_{i}, x_{j}\) that are visually similar (see next section), and predicts \(\varDelta p^{j}_{i} = \text {P}(x_{i}, x_{j})\), where \(\varDelta p^{j}_{i}\) is the relative pose of \(x_{j}\) in the egocentric coordinates of \(x_{i}\). The architecture is shown in Fig. 13. We follow a different parameterization of the pose prediction when compared to Zamir et al. 2016. Instead of directly regressing \(\varDelta p^{j}_{i}\), we first predict the distances \(d_{i}, d_{j}\) to the points of focus (central pixel) for each image, and the baseline angle \(\beta \) between the two viewpoints (see Fig. 12). The relative pose is then computed as follows:
$$\begin{aligned} \varDelta p_{i}^{j} = (d_{i} - d_{j}\text {cos}(\beta ),~- d_{j}\text {sin}(\beta ),~\beta ) \end{aligned}$$

This pose parameterization was more effective than directly regressing \(\varDelta p_{i}^{j}\), especially when the data diversity was limited (eg. in AVD). To sample data for training the pose estimator, we opt for the sampling strategy from Zamir et al. 2016 (see Fig. 12). The prediction of \(d_{i}, d_{j}\) is cast as independent regression problems with the MSE loss \(L_{d}\). The prediction of \(\beta \) is split into two problems: predicting the baseline magnitude, and predicting the baseline sign. Baseline magnitude prediction is treated as a regression problem for AVD and as a 15-class classification problem for MP3D with corresponding MSE or cross entropy losses (\(L_{\text {mag}})\). Baseline sign prediction is treated as a binary classification problem with a binary cross entropy loss \(L_{\text {sign}}\). The overall loss function is:
$$\begin{aligned} L = L_{d} + L_{\mathrm{mag}} + L_{\mathrm{sign}} \end{aligned}$$

                    (11)
                

Fig. 12[image: figure 12]
Pairwise pose data sampling: First, a random viewpoint \(x_{i}\) (red) is selected from the environment. A ray is cast along its viewing direction to reach the obstacle (gray) at the point of focus. A new ray (green dotted) is cast out from the point of focus and another viewpoint \(x_{j}\) (green) is selected along this ray. Since \(x_{i}\) and \(x_{j}\) share similar visual content, it should be possible to estimate the pose between these viewpoints. \(d_{i}, d_{j}\) are the distances from the viewpoints to the point of focus. \(\beta \) is the baseline angle between the two viewpoints
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Fig. 13[image: figure 13]
Pairwise pose predictor: A ResNet-18 feature extractor (He et al. 2016) extracts features from both images. The concatenated features are then used by three separate networks to predict (1) the distances \(d_{1}, d_{2}\) of the points of focus of each image, (2) the magnitude \(|\beta |\), and (3) \(\text {sign}(\beta )\) of the baseline \(\beta \) (notations in Fig. 12). Parameters are shared between the ResNets (orange), and distance prediction MLPs (blue)
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Retrieval network (R) We train a retrieval network R that, given a query image \(x^{q}\), can retrieve matching observations from E. Similar to Savinov et al. 2018a, we use a siamese architecture consisting of a ResNet-18 feature extractor followed by a 2-layer MLP to predict the similarity score \(\text {R}(x_{i}, x^{q})\) between images \(x_{i}\) and \(x^{q}\). Since our goal is to retrieve observations that can be used by the pairwise pose predictor (P), the positive pairs are the same pairs used for training the pose predictor. Negative pairs are obtained by choosing random images that are far away from the current location. We use the binary cross entropy loss function to train the retrieval network (Fig. 13).
Fig. 14[image: figure 14]
View localization architecture: consists of four main components. (1) Episodic memory (E) (left top) stores the sequences of the agent’s past egocentric observations along with their poses (relative to the agent’s starting viewpoint). (2) Retrieval network (R) (left bottom) compares a reference image \(x^{ref}\) with the episodic memory and retrieves the top K similar images \(\{x_{j}\}_{j=1}^{K}\). (3) Pairwise pose predictor (P) (center) estimates the real-world pose \(\hat{p}^{ref}_{j}\) of \(x^{ref}\) using each retrieval \(x_{j}, p_{j}\) and \(x^{ref}\). (4) View localizer (L) (right) combines the individual pose predictions \(\{\hat{p}^{ref}_{j}\}_{j=1}^{K}\) by filtering the noisy estimates using RANSAC to localize \(x^{ref}\)
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View localizer (L) So far, we have a retrieval network R that retrieves observations that are similar to a query view \(x^{q}\), and a pairwise pose predictor P that predicts the relative pose between \(x^{q}\) and each retrieved image. The goal of the view localizer (L) is to combine predictions made by P on individual retrievals given by R to obtain a robust estimate the final pose \(p^{q}\). The overall pipeline works as follows (see Fig. 14).
Similarity scores \(\{\text {R}(x_{t}, x^{q})\}_{t=1}^{T_{exp}}\) are computed between each \(x_{t}\) in the episodic memory E and \(x^{q}\). The sequence of scores are temporally smoothed using a median filter to remove noisy predictions. After filtering out dissimilar images in the episodic memory, \(\mathcal {V}_{sim} = \{x_{t} | \text {R}(x_{t}, x^{q}) < \eta _{noise}\}\), we sample the top K observations \(\{x_{j}\}_{j=1}^{K}\) from \(\mathcal {V}_{sim}\) with highest similarity scores. For each retrieved observation \(x_{j}\), we compute the relative pose \(\varDelta p^{q}_{j} = \text {P}(x_{j}, x^{q})\), i.e., the predicted pose of \(x^q\) in the egocentric coordinates of \(x_{j}\). We rotate and translate \(\varDelta p_{j}^{q}\) using \(p_{j}\), the real-world pose of \(x_{j}\), to get \(\hat{p}_{j}^{q}\), the real-world pose of \(x^{q}\) estimated from \(x_{j}\):
$$\begin{aligned} \hat{p}_{j}^{q} = \varvec{R}_{j} \varDelta p_{j}^{q} + \varvec{t}_{j} \end{aligned}$$

                    (12)
                

where \(p_{j} = \{\varvec{R}_{j}, \varvec{t}_{j}\}\) are the rotation and translation components of \(p_{j}\). Given the set of individual predictions \(\varvec{\hat{p}} = \{\hat{p}^{q}_{j}\}_{j=1}^{K}\), we use RANSAC (Fischler and Bolles 1981) to aggregate these predictions to arrive at a consistent estimate of \(\hat{p}^{ref}\).
1.1.3 A.1.3 Implementation Details
For AVD, we restrict the baseline angle to lie in the range \([0, 90]^{\circ }\) and depth values to lie in the range \([1.5, 3]\hbox {m}\). We sample \(\sim 1M\) training, 240K validation and 400K testing pairs. While the number of samples are high, the diversity is quite limited since there are only 20 environments in total. For MP3D, we restrict the baseline angle to lie in the range \([0, 90]^{\circ }\) and depth values to lie in the range \([1, 4]\hbox {m}\). We sample \(\sim 0.5M\) training, 88K validation and 144K testing pairs. Both the pairwise pose predictor and retrieval network are trained (independently) using Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0001, weight decay of 0.00001, batch size of 128. The ResNet-18 feature extractor is pretrained on ImageNet. The models are trained for 200 epochs and early stopping is performed using the loss on validation data. In case of AVD, the baseline magnitude predictor is a regression model that is trained using MSE loss. In MP3D, the baseline magnitude predictor is a 15-class classification model where each class represents a uniformly sampled bin in the range \([0, 90]^{\circ }\). The choice of classification vs. regression and the number of classes for predicting \(|\beta |\) is made based on the validation performance. In both datasets, we use a median filter of size 3 with \(\eta _{noise} = 0.95\) for the view localizer L. We sample the reference views from the set of landmark-views that we used in Sec. 4.2. Since these views are distinct and do not repeat in the environment, they are less ambiguous to localize. We use the simplest version of RANSAC without added bells and whistles (Fischler and Bolles 1981). Our implementation is publicly available.Footnote 4.
1.2 A.2 Reconstruction Pipeline

                    Fig. 15[image: figure 15]
Reconstruction architecture: consists of three key components: (1) Observation encoder: It encodes the input observation \((x_{t}, p_{t})\) obtained during exploration into a high-dimensional feature representation \(o_{t}\). The image \(x_{t}\) and pose \(p_{t}\) are independently encoded using an ImageNet pretrained ResNet-50 and a 2-layer MLP, respectively. (2) Exploration memory: It keeps track of all the encoded features \(\{o_{t}\}_{t=1}^{T}\) obtained during exploration, (3) Reconstruction transformer: It contains a transformer encoder and decoder. The transformer encoder uses self-attention between the encoded features to refine the representation and obtain improved features \(\mathcal {F} = \{f_{t}\}_{t=1}^{T}\). The transformer decoder uses pose encoding of \(p^{q}\) to attend to the right parts of the encoded features \(\mathcal {F}\) and predicts a probability distribution over the set of concepts present at a pose \(p^{q}\)
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                  1.2.1 A.2.1 Problem Setup: Reconstruction
An exploration agent is required to gather information from the environment that will allow it to reconstruct views from arbitrarily sampled poses in the environment after exploration. Since the exploration agent does not know what poses will be presented to it a priori, a general exploration policy that gathers useful information about the environment will perform best on this task. This can be viewed as the inverse of the view localization problem where views are presented after exploration and their poses must be predicted.
Following the task setup from Sect. 3.4 in the main paper, the exploration agent is spawned at a random pose \(p_{0}\) in some unknown environment and obtains the observations \(V_{exp} = \{x_{t}\}_{t=1}^{T_{exp}}\) views and \(\mathcal {P}_{exp} = \{p_{t}\}_{t=1}^{T_{exp}}\) poses during exploration. After exploration, N query poses \(\mathcal {P} = \{p_{i}^{q}\}_{i=1}^{N}\) are sampled from the same environment and the agent is required to reconstruct the corresponding views \(V = \{x_{i}^{q}\}_{i=1}^{N}\).
This reconstruction is performed in a concept space \(\mathcal {C}\) which is automatically discovered from the training environments. We sample views uniformly from the training environments and cluster their ResNet-50 features using K-means. The concepts \(c \in \mathcal {C}\) are, therefore, the cluster centroids obtained after clustering image features. Each query location \(p_{i}^{q}\) has a set of “reconstructing” concepts \(C_{i} = \{c_{i}\}_{i=1}^{J} \in \mathcal {C}\). These are determined by extracting the ResNet-50 features from \(x_{i}^{q}\) and obtaining the J nearest cluster centroids. We use a transformer (Vaswani et al. 2017) based architecture for predicting the concepts as described in Fig. 15. This architecture has been very successful for natural language tasks (Vaswani et al. 2017; Devlin et al. 2018; Yang et al. 2019b) and has achieved promising results in computer vision (Fang et al. 2019; Carion et al. 2020). While our design choices are motivated by Fang et al. 2019, we use the model to predict concepts present at a given location in the environment instead of learning a motion policy.
1.2.2 A.2.2 Loss Function
Reconstruction in the concept space is treated as a multilabel classification problem. For a particular query view \(x^{q}\) at a query pose \(p^{q}\), the reconstructing concepts are obtained by retrieving the top J nearest neighbouring clusters in the image feature space. These J clusters are treated as positive labels for \(x^{q}\) and the rest are treated as negative labels. The ground-truth probability distribution C assigned to \(x^{q}\) consists of 0s for the negative labels and 1/J for the positive labels. Let \(\hat{C} = \text {P}(.|p^{q}, V_{exp}, \mathcal {P}_{exp})\) be the posterior probabilites for each concept inferred by the model (see Fig. 15). Then, the loss \(L_{rec}\) is
$$\begin{aligned} L_{rec}(p^q) = D (C||{\hat{C}}) \end{aligned}$$

where D is the KL-divergence between the two distributions.
1.2.3 A.2.3 Reward Function
The reconstruction method relies on rewards from a trained reconstruction model to learn an exploration policy. Note that the reconstruction model is not updated during policy learning. For each episode, a set of N query poses \(\mathcal {P}^{q} = \{p_{i}^{q}\}_{i=1}^{N}\) and their views \(V^{q} = \{x_{i}^{q}\}_{i=1}^{N}\) are sampled initially. This information is hidden from the exploration policy and does not affect the exploration directly. At time t during an exploration episode, the agent will have obtained observations \(V_{exp}^t = \{x_{\tau }\}_{\tau =1}^{t}\) and \(\mathcal {P}_{exp}^t = \{p_{\tau }\}_{\tau =1}^{t}\). The reconstruction model uses \(V_{exp}^t, \mathcal {P}_{exp}^t\) to predict posteriors over the concepts for the different queries \(p^{q} \in P^{q}\): \(\hat{C}_{t}~=~\text {P}(.|p^{q}, V_{exp}^t, \mathcal {P}_{exp}^t)\). The reconstruction loss for each prediction is \(L_{rec, t}(p^{q}) = D (C||{\hat{C}}_{t})\) where C is the reconstructing concept set for query \(p^q\). The reward is then computed as follows:
$$\begin{aligned} r_{t} = \frac{1}{N} \sum _{p^q \in \mathcal {P}^{q} }\bigg (L_{rec, t-\varDelta _{rec}}(p^q) - L_{rec, t}(p^q)\bigg ) \end{aligned}$$

where the reward is provided to the agent after every \(\varDelta _{rec}\) steps. This reward is the reduction in the reconstruction loss over the past \(\varDelta _{rec}\) time-steps. The goal of the agent is to constantly reduce the reconstruction loss, and it is rewarded more for larger reductions.
Fig. 16[image: figure 16]
Examples of images in each cluster with the corresponding cluster IDs on Matterport3D (first row) and Active Vision Dataset (second row). The clusters typically corresponding to meaningful concepts such as pillars / arches, doors, windows / lights, geometric layouts in MP3D and windows, doors, computer screens, sofas and kitchen in AVD
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1.2.4 A.2.4 Implementation Details
We sample 30 clusters for AVD and 50 clusters for MP3D based on the Elbow method which selects the N, after which, the reduction in within-cluster separation saturates. Additionally, we manually inspect the clusters for different values of N to ensure that they contain meaningful concepts (see Fig. 16).
In practice, we do not directly use the ResNet-50 image features as the output of the image encoder. We compute the similarity scores between the ResNet-50 features for a given \(x_{t}\) and all the cluster centroids in \(\mathcal {C}\). This gives an 30 and 50 dimensional vectors of similarities for AVD and MP3D, respectively which serves as the output of the image encoder. This design choice achieves two things, (1) it reduces computational complexity significantly as the number of clusters is much fewer than the ResNet-50 features (2048-D), and (2) it directly incorporates the information from cluster centroids into the reasoning process of the reconstruction, as the reasoning happens in the cluster similarity space rather than image feature space.
For training the reconstruction model, we sample exploration trajectories using the oracle exploration method. First, N query views are sampled for each environment by defining a discrete grid of locations and sampling images from multiple heading angles at each valid location on the grid. For AVD, we use a grid cell distance of \(1\hbox {m}\) while sampling views from 4 uniformly separated heading angles. For MP3D, we use a grid cell distance of \(2\hbox {m}\) while sampling views from 3 uniformly separated heading angles. These values were selected to ensure a good spread of views, low redundancy in the views and adequate supervision (larger the grid cell distance, lesser the number of valid points). The model is trained on trajectories of length \(T_{exp} = 200\) in AVD and \(T_{exp} = 500\) in MP3D. We use \(J = 3\) nearest neighbors clusters as positives for both AVD and MP3D. For making the model more robust to the actual trajectory length, we also train on intermediate time-steps of the episode (after every 20 steps in AVD and 100 steps in MP3D). The optimization was performed using Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0001 for AVD and 0.00003 for MP3D. We use 2 layers in both the transformer encoder and decoder with 2 attention heads each. For training the reconstruction exploration agent, we use \(\varDelta _{rec} = 1\) for AVD and \(\varDelta _{rec} = 5\) for MP3D.
1.3 A.3 Navigation Pipeline
1.3.1 A.3.1 Problem Setup
An exploration agent is required to gather information from the environment that will allow it to navigate to a given \(p^{tgt}\) location after exploration.
More formally, the exploration agent is spawned at a random pose \(p_{0}\) in some unknown environment, and is allowed to explore the environment for a time budget \(T_{exp}\). Let \(V^{d}_{exp} = \{x_{t}^{d}\}_{t=1}^{T_{exp}}\) be the set of depth observations the agent received and \(\mathcal {P}_{exp} = \{p_{t}\}_{t=1}^{T_{exp}}\) be the corresponding agent poses (relative to pose \(p_{0}\)). The depth observations along with the corresponding poses are used to build a 2D top-down occupancy map of the environment \(\mathcal {M} \in \mathbb {R}^{h\times w}\) that indicates whether an (x, y) location in the map is free, occupied, or unknown. After exploration, the agent is respawned at \(p_{0}\) and is provided a target coordinate \(p^{tgt}\) that it must navigate to within a budget of time \(T_{nav}\), using the occupancy information \(\mathcal {M}\) gathered during exploration. After reaching the target, it is required to execute a STOP action indicating that it has successfully reached the target. Following past work on navigation (Anderson et al. 2018b; Savva et al. 2019), the episode is considered to be a success only of the agent executed the stop action within a threshold geodesic distance \(\eta _{\text {success}}\) from the target.
1.3.2 A.3.2 Navigation Policy
Our navigation policy is based on a mapping + planning baseline that is known to be very competitive and has achieved 0.92 SPL on the Gibson validation set (Gupta et al. 2017a). Footnote 5 See Algo. 1. The input to the policy consists of the egocentric occupancy map \(\mathcal {M}\) generated at the end of exploration and a target location \(p_{tgt}\) on that map. The map \(\mathcal {M}\) consists of free, occupied and unexplored regions. \(\text {ProcessMap}(\mathcal {M})\) converts this into a binary map by treating all free and unexplored regions as free space, and the occupied regions as obstacles. It also applies the morphology close operator to fill any holes in the binary map.
Next, the AStarPlanner uses the processed map \(\bar{\mathcal {M}}\) to generate the shortest path from the current position to the target. If the policy has reached the target, then it returns STOP. Otherwise, if the path is successfully generated, the policy samples the next location on the path to navigate to (\(p^{\text {next}}\)) and selects an action to navigate to that target. \(\text {get\_action}()\) is a simple rule-based action selector that moves forward if the agent is already facing the target, otherwise rotates left / right to face \(p^{\text {next}}\). However, if the path does not exist, the policy samples a random action. This condition is typically reached if ProcessMap blocks narrow paths to the target or assigns the agent’s position as an obstacle while closing holes.
[image: figure b]




1.3.3 A.3.3 Implementation Details
We use a publicly available A* implementation: https://github.com/hjweide/a-star. We vary \(T_{exp}\) for benchmarking and set \(T_{nav} = 200, 500\) for AVD, MP3D. \(\eta _{success} = 0.5\hbox {m}, 0.25\hbox {m}\) for AVD, MP3D. The value is larger for AVD since the environment is discrete, and a threshold of \(0.5\hbox {m}\) is satisfied only when the agent is one-step away from the target.
The map \(\mathcal {M}\) is an egocentric crop of the allocentric map generated during exploration. For AVD, we freeze the map after exploration, i.e., do not update the map based on observations received during the navigation phase. Therefore, the agent is required to have successfully discovered a path to the target during exploration (eventhough it does not know the target during exploration). This type of evaluation generally fails for MP3D since the floor-plans are very large and it is generally not possible for an exploration agent to discover the full floor plan within the restricted time-budget. Therefore, we permit online updates to \(\mathcal {M}\) during exploration. This means that the role of exploration in MP3D is to not necessarily discover a path to the target, instead, it is used to rule out certain regions of the environment that may cause planning failure, which would reduce the navigation efficiency.
B Criteria for Visiting Objects and Landmarks
We highlight the exact success criteria for what counts as visiting an object or landmark.
1.1 B.1 Visiting Objects
AVD The object instances in AVD (Ammirato et al. 2016) are annotated as follows: If an object is visible in an image, the bounding box and the instance ID are listed. A particular object instance is considered to be visited if it is annotated in the current image, the distance to the object is lesser than \(1.5\hbox {m}\), and the bounding box area is larger than 70 squared pixels (approximately \(1\%\) of an \(84 \times 84\) image). We keep the bounding box size threshold low since many of the object instances in AVD are very small objectsFootnote 6, and we primarily rely on visibility and the agent’s proximity to the object to determine visitation.
MP3D The objects in MP3D (Chang et al. 2017) are annotated with (x, y, z) center-coordinates in 3D space along with their extents specified as (width, height, depth). As stated in Sect. 4.2 in the main paper, to determine object visitation, we check if the agent is close to the object, has the object within its field of view, and if the object is not occluded. While it is also possible to arrive at similar visitation criteria by rendering semantic segmentations of the scene at each time step, we refrain from doing that as it typically requires larger memory to load semantic meshes and slows down rendering significantly. See Fig. 17 for the exact criteria. The values for this evaluation metric were determined upon manual inspection on training environments.
Fig. 17[image: figure 17]
Object visitation criteria on MP3D: The left image shows a top-down view of the environment containing the agent (red) and the object (blue). d is the euclidean distance between the agent’s centroid and the object’s centroid, the dotted line represents the center of the agent’s field of view, and \(\theta \) represents the angle between the agent’s viewing angle and the ray connecting the agent’s centroid to the object’s centroid. The right image shows the egocentric view of the agent containing the blue object. The indicated (x, y) represents the pixel coordinates of the object centroid. An object is considered visited if (1) \(d < 3.0\hbox {m}\), (2) \(\theta \le 60^{\circ }\), (3) (x, y) is within the image extents, and (4) \(|\text {depth}[x, y] - d\text {cos}(\theta )| < 0.3\hbox {m}\) where \(\text {depth}\) is the depth image. The final criteria checks for occlusions since the expected distance to the object must be consistent with the depth sensor readings at the object centroid
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Fig. 18[image: figure 18]
Landmarks visitation criteria on AVD, MP3D: The image on the left shows the top-down view of the environment with the agent in red, the landmark-view in green, and rays representing their field of view centers in corresponding colors. The gray lines represent obstacles. \(\theta \) represents the discrepancy between the direction the agent is looking at and the point the landmark-view is focused on. d is the geodesic distance between the two viewpoints. To successfully visit the landmark-view, the field of view of the agent must closely overlap with that of the landmark-view. On AVD, this is ensured by satisfying two criteria: (1) \(\theta < 30^{\circ }\), and (2) \(d < 1\hbox {m}\). On MP3D, we specify three criteria: (1) \(\theta < 20^{\circ }\), (2) \(d < 2\hbox {m}\), and (3) \(|d_{1} - d_{2}| < 0.5\hbox {m}\) where \(d_{1}, d_{2}\) are the lengths of the red and blue line-segments respectively. We additionally imposed the third condition to check for occlusions that block agent’s view of the landmarks. If the agent is close to the landmark-view, lower \(\theta \) leads to success
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1.2 B.2 Visiting Landmarks
The criteria for visiting landmarks differs from that of visiting objects as the goal here is to match a particular \((x, y, z, \phi )\) pose in the environment rather than be close to some (x, y, z) location and have it within the agent’s field of view. Specifically, the goal is to look at the same things that the landmarks are looking at. See Fig. 18.
C Hyperparameters for Learning Exploration Policies

                  Table 5 Values for hyperparameters for optimizing exploration policies and the spatial memory common across methods. The learning rate is selected from the specified range based on grid-searchFull size table


                We expand on the implementation details provided in Sect. 5 from the main paper. We use PyTorch (Paszke et al. 2017) and a publicly available codebase for PPO (Kostrikov 2018) for all our experiments. The hyperparameters for training different exploration algorithms are shown in Table 5. The optimization and spatial memory hyperparameters are kept fixed across different exploration algorithms. We use ImageNet pre-trained image encoders and keep them frozen to facilitate extensive experimentation. The primary factor that varies across methods is the reward scale. For MP3D, the models are trained on 4 Titan V GPUs and typically take 1–2 days for training. For AVD, the models are trained on 1 Titan V GPU and typically take 1 day to train.

Next, we compare our curiosity implementation with the one given in Burda et al. 2018a. For training our curiosity policy, we use the forward-dynamics architecture proposed in Burda et al. 2018a which consists of four MLP residual blocks. We use the GRU hidden state from the policy as our feature representation to account for partial observability. As recommended in Burda et al. 2018a, we do not backpropagate the gradients from the forward dynamics model to the feature representation to have relatively stable features. However, since the policy is updated, the features from the recurrent states are not fixed during training (as suggested in Burda et al. 2018a). Nevertheless, we found that it was more important to use memory-based features that account for partial observability, than to use stable image features that are frozen (see Fig. 11 in the main paper). We additionally use PPO, advantage normalization, reward normalization, feature normalization, and observation normalization following the practical considerations suggested in Burda et al. 2018a. We are limited to using only 8 parallel actors due to computational and memory constraints.
D Comparative Study of Different Coverage Variants
While we use area as our primary quantity of interest for coverage in the main paper, we extend this idea can more generally for learning to visit other interesting things such as objects (similar to the search task from Fang et al. 2019) and landmarks (see Sect. 4.2 from the main paper). The coverage reward consists of the increment in some observed quantity of interest:
$$\begin{aligned} r_{t} \propto I_{t} - I_{t-1}, \end{aligned}$$

                    (13)
                

where \(I_{t}\) is the quantity of interesting things (e.g., object) visited by time t. Apart from area coverage (regular and smooth), we also consider objects and landmarks for I, where the agent is reward based on the corresponding visitation metric from Sect. 4.2 in the main paper.
Fig. 19[image: figure 19]
Plots comparing different coverage variants on the three visitation metrics
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For each of the visitation metrics, we have one method that is optimized for doing well on that metric. For example, area-coverage optimizes for area visited, objects- coverage optimizes for objects visited, etc. As expected, on AVD we generally observe that the method optimized for a particular metric typically does better than most methods on that metric. However, on MP3D, we find that smooth-coverage and area-coverage dominate on most metrics. This shift in the trend is likely due to optimization difficulties caused by reward sparsity: landmarks and objects occur more sparsely in the large MP3D environments. Objects tend to occur more frequently in the environment than landmarks, and this is reflected in the performance as objects-coverage generally performs better. For this reason, we use smooth-coverage as the standard coverage method in the main paper.
E Frontier-Based Exploration Algorithm
We briefly describe the frontier-exploration baseline in Sect. 4.1 in the main paper. Here, we provide a detailed description of the algorithm along with the pseudo-code.
We implement a variant of the frontier-based exploration algorithm from Yamauchi 1997 as shown in Algorithm 2. The core structure of the algorithm is similar to the navigation policy used in Algorithm 1. The key difference here is that the target \(p^{tgt}\) is assigned by the algorithm itself.
DetectFrontiers() Given the egocentric occupancy map \(\mathcal {M}\) of the environment, frontiers are detected. Frontiers are defined as the edges between free and unexplored regions in the map. In our case, we detect these edges and group them into contours using the contour detection algorithm from OpenCV. “frontiers” is the list of these contours representing different frontiers in the environment.
SampleTarget() We sort the frontiers based on their lengths since longer contours represent potentially larger areas to uncover. We then randomly sample one of the three longest frontiers, and sample a random point within this contour to get \(p^{tgt}\).
UpdateMap() We update the map based on observations received while navigating to \(p^{tgt}\). Once we sample a frontier target \(p^{tgt}\), we use a navigation policy (see Algo. 1 in the main paper) to navigate to the target. Since the occupancy maps can be noisy, we add two simple heuristics to make frontier-based exploration more robust. First, we keep track of the number of times planning to \(p^{tgt}\) fails. This can happen if the map that is updated during exploration reveals that it is not possible to reach \(p^{tgt}\). Second, we keep track of the total time spent on navigating to \(p^{tgt}\). Depending on the map updates during exploration, certain targets may be very far away from the agent’s current position since the geodesic distance changes based on the revealed obstacles. If planning fails more than \(N_{fail}\) times or the time spent reaching \(p^{tgt}\) crosses \(T_{max}\), then we sampled a new frontier target.
We use \(N_{fail} = 2\) for both AVD, MP3D and \(T_{max} = 20, 200\) for AVD and MP3D respectively. Preliminary analysis showed that the algorithm was relatively robust to different values of \(T_{max}\). 
[image: figure c]




F Generating Difficult Testing Episodes for PointNav
In the implementation details provided in Sect. 5 of the main paper, we mentioned that we generate difficult test episodes for navigation. Here, we describe the rationale behind selecting difficult episodes and show some examples. In order to generate difficult navigation episodes, we ask the following question:

                  “How Difficult Would it be for an Agent that has not Explored the Environment to Reach the Target?”
                
An agent that has not explored the environment would assume the entire environment is free and plan accordingly. When this assumption fails, i.e., a region that was expected to be free space is blocked, the navigation agent has to most likely reverse course and find a different path (re-plan). As newer obstacles are discovered along the planned shortest paths, navigation efficiency reduces as more re-planning is required. Therefore, an exploration agent that uses the exploration time budget to discover these obstacles a priori is expected to have higher navigation efficiency. We select start and goal points for navigation by manually inspecting floor-plans and identifying candidate (start, goal) locations that will likely require good exploration for efficient navigation. See Fig. 20 for some examples on MP3D. We use the same idea to generate episodes for AVD.
Fig. 20[image: figure 20]
Difficult navigation episodes: Six examples of difficult navigation episodes in MP3D that would benefit from exploration are shown. The ground truth shortest path is shown in purple. The navigation that starts to navigate from “Start” to “Goal”. If it is not aware of the presence of the obstacle (the red X indicator), it is likely to follow the incorrect yellow path, discover the obstacle and walk back all the way and re-plan. Larger the deviation from the shortest path in purple, lower the navigation efficiency (SPL). Good exploration agents discover these obstacles during exploration and, therefore, have better navigation efficiency
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Fig. 21[image: figure 21]
Examples of good and poor landmarks on AVD (Ammirato et al. 2016), MP3D (Chang et al. 2017) are shown. Good landmarks typically include things that occur uniquely within one environment such as kitchens, living rooms, bedrooms, study tables, etc. Poor landmarks typically include repetitive things in the environment such as doorways, doors, plain walls, and plants. Note that one concept could be a good landmark in one environment, but poor in another. For example, if there is just one television in a house, it is a good landmark. However, as we can see in the last column, last row, televisions that occur more than once in an environment are poor landmarks
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G Automatically Mining Landmarks
In Sect. 4.2 from the main paper, we briefly motivated what landmarks are and how they are used for learning an exploration policy. Here, we explain how these landmarks are mined automatically from training data.
We define landmarks to be visually distinct parts of the environment, i.e., similar looking viewpoints do not occur in any other spatially distinct part of the environment. To extract such viewpoints from the environment, we sample large number of randomly selected viewpoints from each environment. For each viewpoint, we extract features from a visual similarity prediction network (see Sec. A.1) and cluster the features using K-Means. Visually similar view-points are clustered together due to the embedding learned by the similarity network. We then sort the clusters based on the intra-cluster variance in the (x, y, z) positions and select clusters with low variance. These clusters include viewpoints which do not have similar views in any other part of the environment, i.e., they are visually and spatially distinct. In indoor environments, these typically include distinct objects such as bicycles, mirrors and jackets, and also more abstract concepts such as kitchens, bedrooms and study areas (see Fig. 21 for examples).
Fig. 22[image: figure 22]
Success cases of frontier-exploration : for smaller environments that typically do not have mesh defects, frontier-exploration is successful at systematically identifying regions that were not explored and covering them. While novelty does fairly well, it generally does worse than frontier-exploration on these cases
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Fig. 23[image: figure 23]
Failure cases of frontier-exploration : for larger environments that tend to have either outdoor regions or mesh defects, the occupancy estimation often tends to be incorrect. Since frontier-exploration relies on heuristics for exploration, it is less robust to these noisy cases and gets stuck in regions where noise is high. A learned approach like novelty is more robust to these cases
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H Factors Influencing Performance
In Sect.  5.3 from the main paper, we briefly discussed two different factors that affect quality of exploration, specifically, the number of training environments and the size of testing environments. Here, we provide qualitative examples of success and failure cases of frontier-exploration in the noise-free case on Matterport3D. We additionally analyze the impact of using imitation learning as a pre-training strategy for learning exploration staretgy.
1.1 H.1 Influence of Testing Environment Size
As discussed in Sect. 5.3 in the main paper, novelty perform well on most environments. While frontier-exploration performs very well in small environments, it struggles in large MP3D environments. This is due to mesh defects present in the scans of large environments where the frontier agent gets stuck. Here, we show qualitative examples where frontier-exploration succeeds in small environments (see Fig. 22), and fails in large environments (see Fig. 23). For each example, we also show the exploration trajectories of novelty to serve as a reference because it succeeds on a wide variety of cases (see Fig. 10 from the main paper).
1.2 H.2 Influence of Imitation-Based Pre-Training
In Sect. 2.4 from the main paper, we mentioned that we pre-train policies with imitation learning before the reinforcement learning stage. Here, we evaluate the impact of doing so. See Fig. 24.
We train a few sample methods on both AVD and MP3D with, and without the imitation learning stage on three different random seeds. We then evaluate their exploration performance on 100 AVD episodes and 90 MP3D episodes as a function of the number of training episodes. Except in the case of novelty in MP3D, pre-training policies using imitation does not seem to improve performance or speed up convergence. While it is possible that expert trajectories gathered from humans (as opposed to synthetically generated) could lead to better performance, we reserve such analyses for future work.
Fig. 24[image: figure 24]
Impact of imitation pre-training: The yellow curves show the results with imitation pre-training, the green curves show results when the policy is trained from random initialization. The curves represent the area covered by the agent on validation episodes over the period of training. The blue dot indicates the performance of the pure imitation policy. The yellow curves are shifted to account for number of training episodes used for imitation learning
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I Measuring the Correlation Between Different Metrics
In the main paper, we quantified the performance of different exploration strategies on various visitation metrics and downstream tasks. Here, we measure the correlation between performance on the visitation metrics and the performance on downstream tasks. For example, we would like to know if an agent covers more area, does it imply that it will perform well on navigation?
Based on our results on Matterport3D, we estimate the Spearman’s rank correlation between a subset of visitation metrics and downstream tasks. To estimate the correlation, we first compute the metric values for each method on all episodes of the test set. We then estimate the correlation between two metrics by selecting their corresponding values from each episode and method in Table 6. As expected, larger values of the visitation metrics are correlated with better performance on the reconstruction task. However, the area covered is negatively correlated with the pointnav performance. This is an interesting phenomenon, and echoes that point we made earlier in Sect.5.1 about how current exploration methods do not incorporate biases such as uncovering potential obstacles which aid can future navigation.
Table 6 Correlation between visitation metrics and downstream task performanceFull size table
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